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eather was used for clothing,
footwear and other useful items
well before the bow and arrow
were ever discovered. With the advent
of archery came a need for carrying
arrows. Many cultures turned to leather
for their quivers. It seems safe to say
that for as long as there have been traditional bows, there have been leather
accessories to go along with them.
Leather is a versatile medium. It
has always been readily available and is
perfectly suited for making a myriad of
quivers, arm bracers (armguards), finger stalls (pre-dating shooting gloves),
and of course belts, scabbards and
sheaths for carrying other weapons
and accessories.
Having dealt with leather suppliers
for many years, I have a good insight
into this facet of traditional archery. I
have dealt with good and not so good
leather suppliers. I have seen impressive quality and shoddy workmanship.
There are many kinds, grades and qualities of leather. You don’t have to sell
only the best, but I would recommend
that you avoid really low end leather.
Most of it is junk. Find suppliers that
sell quality leather and stick with them.
In this article, we will discuss the
various leather products available for
traditional archers. Some are basic core
products and some are a bit on the
fringe but have proven popular with
traditional shooters. The point is leather
products should not be overlooked by
today’s shop owners. In truth, many of
the leather goods to follow will appeal
to your entire customer base and not
just the stickbow shooters.
When it comes to leather goods,
there are so many products to choose
from that it can be overwhelming to
figure out what to carry and what not
to carry. To make the process easier,

Master Craftsman Art Vincent posed for a picture in his booth at the Traditional Archery
Expo. The work Art is producing is as good as any I have ever seen, he is a true artist with
leather and he offers his products and service to dealers with a smile. Even custom orders
are welcome.

first decide on just how much of your
inventory is going to be dedicated to
traditional archery. Some shops carry
only one or two traditional bows. For
them, a large commitment to leather
accessories does not make as much
sense. Still, we are seeing a strong
industry-wide resurgence of interest
in traditional bows, arrows and accessories, so if you offer traditional bows,
don’t miss out on the leather accessories. If you’re not carrying at least the
essentials, not only will you be leaving
money on the table, but you will be
encouraging your customers to shop
elsewhere to find their supplies and
that’s never good.
If you’re servicing the traditional
archers in your area but haven’t really
expanded into the traditional leather

goods side of things, this article should
prove quite enlightening. If you’re
already heavily into traditional archery,
you are more than likely well stocked
in leather goods. Some of the following
will be basic information to you, yet it
will still be valid and may give you new
ideas for additional items to carry.
Right here at the start, I want to
state that leather is a natural product,
each animal that supplies the leather is
unique and even though modern tanning methods can turn out amazingly
consistent leather, there are variations.
No two hides are going to be identical.
They may be close but will not be the
same. I mention this because you are
going to see slight variations of color,
thickness, etc. in leather products. This
is especially noticeable in back quivers.
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Quivers, Guards, Tabs, Gloves
By Todd Smith

Art Vincent shows us how his pocket quiver
works, just stick it in your back pocket
and you’re ready to go. Note the accessory
pouch built in for small incidentals. This
little pocket quiver is a slick way to carry
arrows around at a 3-D tournament. Below
is one of his hand-tooled picture frames.

You have to accept that and not hold
it against your leather goods supplier
when you see differences. This is not
to say that you must accept pieces
with obvious flaws. If there are brand
marks, knife scores, mis-cut pieces
or bad stitching, these are flaws and

Some example of exquisite leather work done
by Art Vincent. Above we
see some of his tournament hip quivers with
hand tooling, painting,
and accessory pockets as well as a unique
shoulder quiver he
designed. This will give
you an idea of the highend leather goods available to the traditional
shooter. At right are
more examples of just
how good leather work
can be. Here are a couple
hand tooled and painted
armguards with built in
sheaths with knives. This
type of armguard is very
popular with traditional
bowhunters.

they warrant replacement. You do not
have to accept flawed goods, but you
should know up front that some pieces
of leather are not flawed but just have
a little “character.” They might still be
perfectly fit and functional.

Quivers
First things first. Anyone who
shoots a bow needs something to carry
arrows in. I have said this many times
before and it still holds true: no one has
designed the perfect quiver yet. It’s like
the situation with hammers. A 16 ounce
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Even though these hand woven basket
quivers are not leather goods, they are
included here to show that sometimes
thinking outside the box and offering
something traditional shooters might
never have seen before can prompt them
to purchase something they didn’t even
know they wanted. These basket quivers
were another smart accessory for Dwyer
Longbows to offer at their booth.

hammer can do a lot and you can get by
with it in most situations but it is not
the best choice for framing a structure
nor is it the best choice for delicate
finish work. Quivers are like that, too;
no one quiver does everything and
because of that, most bowhunters own
several different kinds. Today, we will
discuss four basic quivers;: the back
quiver, the shoulder quiver, the hip/
belt quiver and the bow quiver.

Back Quivers
Back quivers are among the most
popular quivers for many longbow
shooters. The great Howard Hill did

Pictured here is Tim Cosgrove. He and his
wife Gobby own Kustom King Traditional
Archery. For over 40 years they have been
supplying an extensive dealer network
with traditional archery supplies. Here
Tim shows us a couple of their leather
back quivers. On Tim’s right you can see
other leather back quivers as well. They
carry back quivers for the youngest of
archers through the most experienced of
traditional shooters.

Mike Yancey of Pine Hollow Longbows
manufactures and uses what is known as
the Plains Indian Quiver. On most of his
hunts you will find Mike with selfbow in
hand and Plains Indian quiver over his
shoulder. If you ask him he will simply say
that the Plains Indian quiver is his favorite.
There’s no arguing with success and Mike
has enjoyed his share of it.

more for advancing the popularity of
the back quiver than any other bowhunter I can think of. Hill was convinced that the back quiver, when constructed properly, was the best quiver,
period. Whether one was roving, stump
shooting, small game hunting or even
big game hunting, to Howard Hill,
there was no quiver that could top the
back quiver.
Personally, I have to say that I am
quite fond of back quivers as well but
they have their place. They are attractive and have a wonderful nostalgic
feel. They feel great when you wear
them and they hold lots of arrows.
Arrows in a back quiver do rattle
around, though. If you carry broadhead
tipped arrows in a back quiver, the
broadheads will end up bumping into

each other and for anyone who likes
to hunt with razor sharp broadheads,
that is just not acceptable. Oh, you
can put a piece of foam in the bottom
that your broadheads stick into to keep
them in place or you can make or buy
little individual broadhead sheaths for
them but the bottom line for me is that
back quivers are great for just about
everything except carrying broadhead
tipped arrows while hunting.
Back quivers are great for a day out
roving in the woods or hunting small
game like rabbits or grouse. They’re
great at 3-D shoots or when you’re
out shooting paper for form. In other
words, for anything other than big
game hunting, they’re really good. For
that reason, it is recommended that
every dealer carry at least one kind of
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A fine example of a side quiver that works with either
field point or broadheads, it’s at home in the field or at
the range. This one is manufactured by Neet products and
marketed through 3Rivers Archery.

back quiver because every traditional
bowhunter should have at least one
back quiver.
Back quivers normally come in
a left or right handed configuration.
Some, however, are ambidextrous.
For a right handed archer, the quiver
will ride so the feathered ends of the
arrows are at the archer’s right shoulder. There are many price points and
levels of quality in back quivers as well.
Some suppliers even carry back quiver
kits that customers assemble themselves at home. This is a good way for a
beginning archer to save a little money
but still get a nice back quiver out of
the deal.
A good strategy when deciding
which back quivers to carry is to try a
low end model, a middle of the road
quiver and a nice top shelf model.
That way, you can test your market

to see which quivers are
the most popular for
your area. You might
also consider using
one yourself. If you are
shooting on your indoor
or outdoor range and
you’re wearing a nice
back quiver, your customers are going to
see just how nice back
quivers are for that and
chances are that you’ll
probably sell a few extra.

Shoulder Quivers
In an effort to give bowhunters
more options for carrying arrows,
quiver manufacturers created the
shoulder quiver. This quiver can be all
leather with arrows bundled loosely,
leather with a bow quiver styled gripper
and hood to keep the arrows in place,
or essentially a modified bow quiver
that utilizes a shoulder strap for carrying rather than an attachment system
for bows. (Great Northern and Hunter
Image have the modified bow quiver
styles.) These quivers are gaining in
popularity and work well for all hunting and target shooting applications.
One shoulder quiver that deserves
special note is what is normally called
the Plains Indian style quiver. Mike
Yancey of Pine Hollow Longbows
makes and uses these quivers exclusively and he is just as sold on his

preference of quivers as Howard Hill
was on his. Yancey specializes in primitive archery and self bows, so it stands
to reason why he would be attracted to
this kind of quiver. Knowing Yancey, if
you asked him why he likes that quiver
so much, he would probably say that
it works best for him. I want to try one
of these quivers someday; I think they
have great potential.
Shoulder quivers are perfect for
bowhunters who don’t want a quiver
on a bow – or for bows that don’t want
a quiver on them. Seriously, a bow will
tell you if it will accept an attached
quiver or not. I have a GrizzlyStik QN2
carbon longbow that I use a Great
Northern leather hooded strap-on bow
quiver on and everything works perfectly. I also have a Great Northern “Lil’
Creep” longbow that will not tolerate
a bow quiver. I tried it and the bow
will not shoot correctly for me with a
bow quiver attached. For that reason,
when I’m shooting that bow, I use an
old Delta bow quiver I converted over
to a shoulder strap. It’s a lot like the
GFA quiver sold by Teresa and G. Fred
Asbell of Hunter Image. Sling it over
your shoulder and you’re good to go.
At the Traditional Archery Expo,
Art Vincent, owner of Cedar Ridge
Leather Works, showed off a very good
looking shoulder quiver and there was
another one at Ron LaClair’s booth
called the Mantis. LaClair offers the
Mantis in a four or six arrow version.

Leading the Industry in
Traditional and Primitive Archery
- FAST, SAME DAY SHIPPING!
- HUGE SELECTION!
- EXPERT TECHNICAL HELP!
All leather hip quivers are perfect for a
day at the range or even just shooting in
your own back yard. This one is produced
by Bearpaw Products in Germany and
marketed through Kustom King Archery
here in the United States.

DEALER INQUIRES Invited

866-587-9501
3RiversArchery.com • Info@3RiversArchery.com
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Hip/Belt Quivers
For years, I saw success pictures
of Chuck Adams in various bowhunting magazines. His animal positioned
favorably, his signature cap and smile
in place, his bow and his hip quiver
full of hunting arrows captured in the
frame perfectly. It worked on me; I
had to have one of those hip quivers.
I found one at Stuckey’s Archery, the
local archery shop and bought it.
Hip quivers have a strong following. Some old school compound
hunters still follow the example set by
Chuck Adams so long ago. Many traditional shooters do too. Hip quivers
don’t add weight to your bow nor do
they affect the balance and shooting
characteristics like attached bow quivers do. 3Rivers Archery carries nice
hip quivers that accommodate broadheads from Selway Archery and Neet
Products.
There is another kind of hip quiver,
not for use with broadheads, that is
very popular at 3-D shoots. It normally
carries six to eight arrows comfortably
and has convenient accessory pockets
for small incidentals you might need
during the course of the day. This is

I stopped at the Dwyer Longbows booth
because they had so many leather accessories for sale, which was smart. Not only
were they selling bows, but they were selling quite a few leather accessories. In this
shot in the box you can see simple low-end
pocket quivers and on the table a more
deluxe hip/belt quiver.

a strong contender for space in your
store because it is universally used by
traditional and compound shooters
alike. Kustom King Archery carries the
popular BearPaw products hip quiver
and Art Vincent makes a very nice high
end version of this kind of hip quiver.
Of special note, 3Rivers offers a
nice all-leather belt quiver styled after
the quivers Art Young and Saxton Pope
used throughout their bowhunting
careers. This quiver will appeal to traditional archers who like early vintage
archery equipment.

Bow Quivers
I grew up watching Fred Bear on
the American Sportsman Channel and
reading his hunting stories in magazines and books. For decades, he was
my bowhunting hero. Fred Bear pioneered the bow quiver and in the latter
days B.C. (Before Compound), nearly
every traditional bowhunter in the
woods was shooting a recurve bow with
an attached bow quiver. It is interesting

to check out the earlier bow quivers
Bear Archery offered. It certainly gives
one an appreciation for how advanced
the quivers have become.
Many bow quivers are offered
with leather hoods; that’s how they
earned their place in this article. There
are so many manufacturers of these
that it’s impossible to list them all.
Some of the better known are Eagle’s
Flight Archery, Great Northern
Quiver Company, Hunter Image,
Kanati Quivers, Selway Archery and
Thunderhorn Manufacturing.
Today, most archers agree that bow
quivers are the best all-around quivers.
Since bow quivers are attached to the
bow, if you have your bow, you have
your arrows. It may sound strange but
you might be surprised at how easy it
is to forget to grab your arrows if they
aren’t attached to your bow during the
pre-dawn scramble to get to your hunting spot.
Bow quivers come with many different attachment options, so make

Not only is this reproduction of a Pope & Young style quiver at
left functional, it appeals to the student of archery history in
America. Saxton Pope and Art Young are generally recognized
as the fathers of the English style of archery here in the states.
Their bowhunting adventures sparked the imagination of generations of bowhunters who followed suit and took to the field
with all wood longbows and belt quivers like the one pictured
filled with razor sharp broadheads. It’s from 3Rivers Archery.

Hunter Image bought the Delta quiver line from Delta
Industries a few years ago and they’re now in full production.
There was a time when the bolt on Delta quiver was considered
the best bow quiver on the market. They are available again
and here you can see some of the bolt on quivers models, some
with plastic hoods and some with leather wrapped hoods.
These quivers are also available in an over the shoulder style
marketed as the GFA quiver. Spare hood foam and grippers are
on the left and will fit the original Delta quivers.
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sure you know what you’re ordering
before stocking your shelves. Because
there are so many variations of traditional bows and so many different bow
quivers, work with your distributor or
directly with a manufacturer to make
sure you get the right mix. They will be
able to help you choose the best selling
models. The main three attachment

systems are strap-on, slide-on and
bolt-on. They all have their places.
Every archery shop that sells traditional bows should have traditional
bow quivers in stock at all times.
Everyone buying a bow needs a quiver
and bow quivers are hands down the
most practical.

Here are some of
the items offered
by Ron LaClair
of Shrew Bows.
Ron’s Shrew bows
have been in high
demand since the
day they were
introduced over
a decade ago and
here we see some
lightweight Kanati
quivers branded
with the Shrew
logo as well as
Ron’s well known
mantis shoulder
quiver. In the upper
right you can get a
bit of the mountain
man feel that is so
appropriate for
Ron LaClair.

Bob Brumm of Great Northern Quiver Company offers many different models of leather
hooded bow quivers and shoulder quivers. Here he shows a couple customers how the
bolt on quiver works and if you look directly under that you will see the Great Northern
‘Sidekick’ quiver which is basically a bow quiver that has been modified by the addition of
a leather strap to be carried over the archer’s shoulder.
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The shooting gloves above are
from Bearpaw products. The full
palm design is comfortable, and
the double leather tips protect the
shooters fingers while allowing a
good feel for the bowstring. The
lower one is a premium version
in Cordovan leather, offering a
slicker, faster string release.

John Turner of American Leathers
is showing the quality construction
of his best selling shooting glove,
the Big Shot. Notice the nice deep
finger stalls, the perfect fit, and the
nylon webbing facing that gives
blazing fast releases and lasts
for years of hard shooting. In the
author’s opinion this is one of the
best shooting gloves ever made.

Gloves, Tabs & Armguards
I have grouped these together
because they are the bread and butter of
traditional archery leather goods. Every
traditional shooter needs gloves, tabs
and armguards. Traditional shooters
are also generally interested in upgrading to a better glove or tab, trying out
new innovations, or simply buying a
backup glove or tab. Which brings up
a good point: when selling someone a
new glove, remind him or her that it’s a
good idea to have two of the same style
well broken in, just in case one comes

Johnathan Karch of 3Rivers Archery
shows us an interesting Cordovan tab that
utilizes a rubber o-ring attachment system.
The tabs come with three different sizes of
interchangeable o-rings that makes this
tab a one size fits all. 3Rivers Archery is one
of the largest distributors of traditional
supplies in the country. They have been
supplying the industry with traditional
equipment since 1985.

Here Lori Turner, co-owner of American Leathers is having
these customers try on several gloves to find the ones that
fit best. She knows that shooters should try on each glove
they’re going to purchase to make sure the gloves are going
to fit perfectly when broken in.

up missing. It happens all the time and
the bowhunter who is prepared for
that eventuality does not skip a beat.
Everyone should have a backup glove
or tab that is well broken in.
Gloves & Tabs
Make sure you keep a good supply
on hand and be sure to let your customers try gloves on before they buy.
Each leather glove is stitched slightly
differently; that’s just the way it is. It
can’t be helped. For the end user, a
shooting glove that fits poorly is detrimental to shooting, so work with customers and let them try on gloves so
they get just the right fit.
What is the right fit? Leather
stretches when used. For best results,
I have found that glove fingers should

be somewhat molded to the shooter’s
fingers. That’s why I normally purchase
a size smaller than seems right at first.
Then I soak the glove in water or rubbing alcohol (alcohol will make most
leather dyes “bleed” but it evaporates
more quickly than water), then force
my fingers into the finger stalls. As I
force my fingers into the glove, the
moist and yielding leather will form to
my fingers. Tapping gloved fingertips
on a countertop and using the fingers
of the opposite hand to push and work
the leather tight against the glove hand
will result in a shooting glove that has
been custom fitted to the archer.
There are many kinds of gloves but
the style that has proven most popular
used to be called a “Damascus glove.”

Here we see a unique armguard called the “Arrow Armguard” modeled by Johnathan
Karch of 3Rivers Archery. Besides offering armguards marketed more as a lower priced
option, it’s a good idea to carry at least a few more deluxe armguards. Traditional archers
like to make a statement with their leather goods and an armguard is an easy item to do
that with.
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You can still get this glove but since
“Damascus” is a trademarked name,
other gloves that are similar and also
very good call themselves “Damascus”
style gloves. These sorts of gloves allow
the archer to still feel the string but
have two layers of leather to protect
the shooter’s fingers. If you were considering just one leather glove for your
shop, I would advise you to go with the
Damascus or a quality Damascus clone.
Kustom King Archery has a
BearPaw Products glove that comes

with Cordovan overlays. Cordovan
leather has long been appreciated in
gloves and tabs for its long lasting, hard
and slick finish. Cordovan leather is an
excellent choice for any glove or tab.
There have been some unique
innovations in shooting gloves and one
of the best I have ever seen is made
by John and Lori Turner at American
Leathers. Their signature glove, the BigShot, has become the gold standard
of shooting gloves. The nylon fingertip overlays offer an extremely smooth

release while the neoprene knuckle
section assures a snug, comfortable fit
and feel. The Turners even pay attention to the direction of the leather when
cutting out the gloves to keep unnecessary stretching to a minimum. I have
tried on a lot of gloves in my day, and
in my opinion, this glove is in a class
of its own. For me, no other glove even
comes close.
There are many other styles of
gloves, some more popular than others. Again, check with your supplier
for recommendations on what the top
sellers are.
A lot of traditional shooters have
been switching back to tabs. Talk
about a variety… There are many tabs
to choose from. I would guess that
the Wyandotte tabs are still among the
most popular. One of my favorites when
I shot a tab was the Black Widow tab. Its
quality and craftsmanship is superb.
3Rivers Archery has a unique new
Cordovan leather tab that uses interchangeable rubber O-rings to make
the glove as close to one-size-fits-all as
possible. This is another fine Cordovan
leather product worth considering.

G. Fred Asbell and his wife Teresa own Hunter Image and market their products through
gfredasbell.com. Here we see their popular armguard and knife combo. Traditional bowhunters really like the idea of having a knife on their armguards. They certainly never
have to worry about downing a deer and having no knife with them. These sets from
Hunter Image are very reasonably priced and would make an excellent addition to any
bow shop.

Armguards are a must have item for traditional shooters. The one shown here is an extra
long model. Armguards like this are really good for two situations. First, for the archer
that continually slaps their arm with the bowstring at the elbow and for the bowhunter
who wants the extra length to help keep their clothing out of the way during the shot.
This model is manufactured by Bearpaw Products and sold through Kustom King Archery.
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Armguards
Armguards come in all shapes and
sizes. You can get short, medium, long
and even extra long armguards. Not
only do they protect the archer’s arm;
they also keep bulky clothing out of the
way of the bowstring.
New traditional archers especially
need to wear armguards. The nasty
bruises you can get from string slap are
painful and can be quite discouraging.
Even when you’re having someone try
out a traditional bow on the range,
get an armguard on that person. If he
or she ends up buying a bow, make
sure he or she gets an armguard too. It
should not be optional.
Armguards as an accessory have
These are all splendid examples of period correct cutlery by Ron LaClair that are just as
so much potential anyway. They can be functional as they are pleasing to the eye. His products are available at ShrewBows.com.
very straightforward and functional or
be quite fancy and make a statement at
the same time. We all like to be a little
At the Traditonal Archery Expo, G. Primitive Archer Magazine.
different, right? Armguards are items Fred Asbell and his wife Teresa always
If you’re interested in getting set up
that allow a craftsman to really show off have a large quantity of knives and with a local craftsman, you’ll have to
his talent. You can even get armguards sheaths on display. They have plain dig even deeper. Try posting a “wanted”
with small knives built right in. Those leather sheaths and beautiful beaded ad in your shop and maybe even check
are very popular with bowhunters, by sheaths. They have belt knives and Craigslist. What I have found is that
the way.
neck knives. These days, most folks are the guys interested in working with
At the Traditional Archery Expo, familiar with neck knives. Those are you will come knocking on your door.
Johnathan Karch of 3Rivers Archery small sheath knives that hang from a It is really nice to work directly with a
showed me an interesting “Arrow thong around your neck. If you aren’t leather worker and you can normally
Armguard” the company is offering. already, make sure to consider getting work out some good price points when
The leather used in the armguard had some for your shop. They are hugely going this route. But go in with both
a unique look to it and it was very popular and very practical.
eyes open…
well made. I saw a nice assortment of
Ron LaClair was at the Expo too
At the Traditional Archery Expo,
armguards at the Kustom King Archery with his Shrew Bows and accessories. I spoke with Steve Turray, owner of
booth, the popular armguard-knife LaClair always has a nice selection of Northern Mist Longbows, about leather
combos at the Hunter Image booth knives and tomahawks. As you can see goods. Turray is respected throughand some good looking armguards at in the photos of LaClair’s tables, he has out the traditional archery industry as
the Dwyer Longbows booth. Of course, an eye for nice cutlery and quivers.
one of the country’s top bowyers, espeArt Vincent’s masterpieces were there
cially when it comes to Howard Hill
as well. All of these products were
style bows.
Getting Started
good quality products that would
Turray knows what he likes and
So, how do you find a supplier for
complement the leather accessories in leather goods? At first, it is much eas- he sticks with it. That said, it should
the traditional archery section of any ier to work with a full line traditional come as no surprise that Northern Mist
shop well.
archer supplier like 3Rivers Archery, does well with Hill style back quivers
Kustom King Archery, Lost Nation and armguards. It is important to note
Knives & Sheaths
Archery or Raptor Archery. Those sup- that you don’t have to stock everything
Even though knives and sheaths pliers will have a good selection for under the sun in order to sell leather
are not specific to traditional archery, you to choose from and the knowledge goods. It’s a good idea to know a bit
I saw such a variety of them at the to get you set up with what makes about what you’re selling. In Turray’s
Traditional Archery Expo that I decided the most sense for your particular case, he is selling a lot of Hill style longto include them here. All bowhunters situation. The top suppliers advertise bows; it makes perfect sense for him to
and even all outdoorsmen, I would right here in ArrowTrade Magazine. sell Hill style leather goods.
Back to the subject of finding good,
venture to say, like knives. Adding Sometimes, you have to look harder
knives to your store is like the saying of for the smaller suppliers; some of them reliable suppliers of leather goods;
“If you build it, they will come.” Knives will advertise in Traditional Bowhunter realize that the word “reliable” is a
always sell.
Magazine, TradArcher’s World or tough qualifier. In the accompanying
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you’re buying through
a distributor.
On the subject of
custom leather craftsmen, while at the
Traditonal
Archery
Expo, I had a nice
chat with Art Vincent.
When we discussed his
leather crafting business, I got the impression that Vincent was
a straight shooting,
hard working craftsman that would be a
pleasure to work with. I
inspected his work and
I would rate it as about
as good as leatherwork
gets. You can see in the
accompanying photos
of Vincent’s leather
offerings that his goods
are top notch and
his skill level superb.
Knives are always popular with outdoor enthusiasts – not
Vincent offers standard
just traditional bowhunters. The folks at Hunter Image offer
a nice variety and sizes of knives, sheaths, and knife and
items like pocket quivsheath sets. Here we see some beautiful examples of some
ers, hip quivers, back
of the beaded sheaths you can get from them. You can see
quivers, shoulder quivthat they’d make great gifts too.
ers, armguards and
photo of Turray in the Northern Mist accessories but he also takes custom
Longbows booth, you might notice that orders.
We already mentioned American
there aren’t any back quivers on the
table. There were supposed to be but Leathers in the glove section above but
the supplier didn’t deliver, and as of you might like to know that it is actively
the time of this writing, there were still seeking dealers for its leather products.
no back quivers in the Northern Mist It is a good source of top quality shootwarehouse. When working directly ing gloves.
with a local craftsman, reliability is an
Contact information for many of
important consideration.
the companies mentioned above will
Finding a good custom leather appear in the form of website addresses
supplier is not difficult, but finding at the end of the article.
By now, you should have a betone that can consistently deliver can
be a challenge. During my employ- ter feel for what is out there in leather
ment at 3Rivers Archery, outside of goods for the traditional shooter and
a few rock-solid leather goods sup- you can see just how universal the
pliers, it was always hit and miss on appeal of some of these products is. My
delivery and deadlines. Remember recommendation is that you give them
that when you’re discussing the terms all a try; at the very least, test each of
of your business arrangement with a the categories in your shop. You don’t
prospective new custom leather sup- have to go overboard but if you strategiplier, good communication and clear cally stock the more popular items, my
expectations between both the store bet is that you’re going to be pleasantly
owner and the supplier are critical. surprised. Traditional bowhunters just
Note, too, that there can be legitimate can’t resist trying out a new glove or
shortages of leather and the prices can tab, treating themselves to a nice new
fluctuate dramatically; if you’re going armguard or putting a handmade back
to deal direct, you’re going to have quiver on their wish lists. Offering a
a more complex relationship than if good selection of leather accessories

keeps your traditional customers coming back for more and in the end,
you’ll sell more to your non-traditional
shooters too.
About The Author: Todd Smith has
been a traditional bowhunter for over
40 years. After learning the art of handcrafting wood arrows in Alaska from
his mentor John Dodge, he built arrows
professionally for several years. In
2008, after a 19 year stint with 3Rivers
Archery, he made the decision to help
other businesses grow and currently
offers marketing services through his
website, ToddSmithCo.com.
3RiversArchery.com
AmericanLeathers.com
ArcheryLeather.com
BlackWidowBows.com
DwyerLongbows.com
EaglesFlightArchery.com
GFredAsbell.com
GNQCO.com
KanatiQuiver.com
KustomKingArchery.com
LostNationArchery.com
NeetArcheryProducts.com
NorthernMistLongbows.com
PinehollowLongbows.com
PrimitiveArcher.com
RaptorArchery.com
SelwayArchery.com
ShrewBows.com
ThunderhornMFG.com
TradBow.com
TradArchersWorld.com
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